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Dear Artist Friends and Art Lovers,
Welcome to Dubai for our second edition of the 2023 World Art
Dubai at the World Trade Center. This year, Multi Art Gallery has
its own stand at the entrance of the art fair with eight
participating artists. Dubai is the city of superlatives, that's what
we like! A colorful universe, sublimated by various cultures where
art is everywhere.

About us
Multi Art Events is a Monaco based organization founded in 2013
by Wendy Lauwers. It is an original concept dedicated to
promoting contemporary art through three entities : Multi Art
Events, Multi Art Gallery and ‘ART’ Art Riviera Tour.

The synergy of these three entities gives an unique insight in
today’s contemporary art where artists are placed in the
heart of news by propelling them both in the press and
social network, as well as in notoriety through events and
the follow-up done for each artist individually.

Multi Art Events
Multi Art Events is an artistic platform recognized
for the quality of its own events and for its
collaborations with certain large-scale
international events. Multi Art Events creates
artistic events, highlighting artistic creation
in all its forms and in the diversity of its
most striking trends.
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Multi Art Gallery
Wendy Lauwers reinvented the concept of the traditional art
gallery by adapting it to today’s expectations. Multi Art Gallery is
an online contemporary art gallery that offers its artists and
collectors the same services as a traditional gallery.

Multi Art Gallery represents over hundred contemporary artists
from all nationalities, each representative of a strong current in
their own artistic discipline (painters, sculptors, photographers,
designers…).

The online gallery also supports occasionally events organized in
exceptional places. Many Multi Art Gallery artists have been with
us for years and honor us with their trust.

ART Art Riviera Tour
The Monegasque online art gallery ‘Multi Art Gallery’ by Wendy
Lauwers. Art Riviera Tour ‘ART’ is an ephemeral art exhibition
that includes a rigorous selection of international artists.

The first edition of the temporary exhibition was launched in
2020 in Saint-Tropez. The 4th edition will take place in July 2023
in France in Saint Jean Cap Ferrat.
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Belinda Bussotti, Alias Beli
Monaco
Belinda Bussotti alias BELI is a painter, photographer, and
sculptor, inspired from the start by the human body, she is also
very involved in causes such as the preservation of the planet
and tries to raise awareness through her art for endangered
species.

Since 2010, she has worked for the defense of sharks and oceans
and has been exhibiting her sharks’ fins and seahorses in
mythical places such as the Oceanographic Museum of Monaco,
Moscow (Ekatarina Foundation), Beijing (National Museum of
China), Miami during Art Basel, Las Vegas among others.

Her large canvases of corals joined the H.S.H. Prince Albert II
Foundation (FPA2) following the UPAW 2018.

In 2020, Beli founded Art Action, an online gallery, to go
further in her approach to help the oceans.

The Fight
Fusion 2020

Bronze
14 x 13 x 11 cm. 2,4 kg
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Jean Dolande
France
Interview of Jean Dolande

How did you come to take up painting?

As seeker after emotions, I have experienced the word, then the
gesture of the mime; I wanted to transpose the same emotion on
the canvas.

How do you work?

According to the emotional scale within which I decide to work
through letting go I try to reach emotional purity, just like the
ultimate sound of a violin string.

Painting and emotion?

I’m dedicated to emotion like priesthood.
The emotion is pure, ultimate and vibrant and enables you to
approach some truth, it projects you beyond yourself.

What do colours mean for you?

Colours have a vibratory impact on each of us and allow
us to reset our energies. Imagine life as a system made
up of multiple and infinite vibrations among which
human beings act as transmitters, receptors of
vibrations.

6

Paradise 2022

Mixed media
73 113 cm
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Stephan Janssens
Belgium
Stephan Janssens lives and works in Waasmunster, in the heart
of Waasland in Belgium. He followed his schooling in the art
high school in Sint-Niklaas.

His paintings have been exhibited at various exhibitions in
Brussels, Amsterdam, Milan, Luxembourg, Paris, Basel, Miami,
New York, Knokke, Zurich, Monte Carlo.

In addition to his contemporary painting creations where he
plays with shadow and light, he has made various designs for
light fixtures due to his interest in light and technology.

His passion for light and science led him to experiment with
different techniques.

In this way, gradually, from this craft, his semi-scientific
creations arose, with themes such as the lightrobots, the
light factory, the Anatomis series...

Time Warp 2022
1-Phase Purple Orange
2-Engine Blue Yellow

Mixed media
120 x 80 x 3 cm
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Oxana Kroll
Germany
Oxana Kroll, known as 'XeniaK.Art', is a German artist, born in
Saint Petersburg.

She started at the Academy of Arts in Saint Petersburg and then
studied finance before launching her career in this field.

After many years, Oxana is gradually returning to drawing and
now lives in the South of France.

She started a new media mix technique: epoxy resin combined
with various mediums such as ink, fluid acrylic, modeling clay,
gold leaf, stones, crystals, collages. She also creates tables, in
exclusive wood and epoxy resin.

She produces contemporary abstract paintings and art deco and
pop art. Oxana has participated in various exhibitions in Italy,
France and Monte-Carlo.

Dubai Jumeirah Mosque

Epoxy resin, modeling paste and
gold plated
90 x 100 cm
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Nathalie-MN, known as the Lady in Rouge ‘Lady in Red’,
probably because of her passion for this vibrant, lively, and
luminous color that inspires her so much.

The French artist in her native Alsace, has always had a taste for
eccentricity, to feel this little grain of madness radiate deep in
her heart.

Her sparkling temperament, her ‘joie de vivre’, her love for
others and for life from which springs her flourishing and
colorful spirit. This is how naturally and alone as an autodidact
she created her first canvas in 2007.

Her creations reflect her enthusiastic, positive, and passionate
personality. Through her works, we find thousands of facets,
an alchemy of colors between flows of pleasure, joy, and
happiness.

It is up to you to find your light, which you will interpret
according to your wishes. Her paintings will make your
living space a place of exception, fascination and
prestige.

Nathalie MN La Rouge
France

La Volupté ! Les Plaisirs de l’Esprit

Oil and pigments and gloss varnish
on canvas
100 x 100 cm
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Emmanuel Oger is a self-taught man, driven by his humanist
convictions and his search for meaning.

Initially an entrepreneur, he put his benevolence and high
standards at the service of others, in event communication.
Then, he took the plunge into creation to give free rein to the
Authenticity that he sees as the most courageous of freedoms.

Emmanuel Oger then gave life to “Gallus”, with the deep desire
to question this France and this world of the 21st century.

One of the foundations of his creative research is to transcend
the classic codes and customs of French know-how by
combining techniques and materials that are, at first glance,
quite different.

Combining porcelain with carriage paint, symbolizing
modernity born of tradition, Emmanuel Oger freely
projects his artistic inspirations onto this new white
canvas with more than evocative curves...

Emmanuel Oger
France

Meet Super Star Gallus

Porcelain, 9 glazes, glittery gold
Unique piece
92 cm
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Ivana Protic
Serbia
Ivana Protic is a Serbian artist born in Belgrade in 1978 where
she studied at the Academy of Fine Arts.

2003: she participated in the first international meeting of
painters at “Imanje Knjaz” in Podgorica.

2005: she exhibited at the International Art Biennial in Gornji
Milanovac and organized and a solo exhibition in Cacak.

2006: group exhibition in Prague.

2008: solo exhibition in G.Milanovac.

2009: group exhibition in Cologne.

2013: exhibition in Via Margutta, Rome. Exhibition at the
Serbian Embassy in Rome. Exhibition in Belgrade.

2016: International Art Project on the Cote d’Azur.

2018: Art Palm Springs, represented by Boccara Art
Gallery in Monaco.

2021: she began working on digital art.

2022: Monte-Carlo exhibition.

Lisa Period “Lisa is Bored”

Mixed media
50 x 50 cm
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Dorian Vanhorenbeeck
Belgium
Dorian Vanhorenbeeck is a 27-year-old Belgian-Luxembourgish
sculptor and designer.

He studied and worked in five countries to become a sculptor in
cities such as Paris, Lausanne, Brussels, Lyon, Valence,
Luxembourg where he received awards for his works.

His works are a blend of classical art, robotics, and personal
technique for a Pop-ART result.

Dorian Vanhorenbeeck regularly exhibits his works on the
French Riviera and in Monaco.

In 2022, he offered a sculpture to H.S.H. Prince Albert II of
Monaco.

Seed Head 2022

Stone sculpture
Rocheron marble, gold, silver and
Swarovski
35 x 25 x 25 cm
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April 6th

Charity Auction FLMM
Monaco Yacht Club

April 15th & 16th

Art Exhibition
International Book Fair

Grimaldi ForumMonaco

July 10th to 23rd

Art Riviera Tour 4th Edition
Saint Jean Cap Ferrat/France

November
International Art Fair

Singapore

December 8th to 18th

Art Exhibition ‘Art in Celebration’
Espace 22 Monaco

To be confirmed
Art Maze Monaco

Marcus Schäfer-Sacha Jafri



MULTI ART EVENTS / GALLERY MONACO
BYWENDY LAUWERS

Tel: +33 (0)6 80 86 59 56

multiartevents@monaco.mc
multiartgallery@monaco.mc

Follow us

FB: @multiartevents / @multiartgallery / @artrivieratour
Instagram: #wendy_lauwers_monaco / #artrivieratour

Legal Depot Monaco 2023
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